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The Coopersmith Law Firm represents individuals and businesses at 
all stages of litigation, and advises clients on methods to avoid and 
minimize the risk of litigation.  The Firm’s primary focus is business 
and corporate litigation, including corporate and partnership disputes, 
executive-level employment, fi nancial fraud, and fi ne art law disputes. 
Representing both plaintiffs and defendants, the Firm provides clear-
thinking and intelligent advice to a wide range of clients, and offers the 
quality of much larger fi rms at a much lower cost.

The Firm is rated “AV-Preeminent” by the Martindale Hubbell 
International Law Directory and “Superb” by the Avvo.com lawyer 
directory. In addition, Mr. Coopersmith was selected in 2012, 2013, and 
2014 as a “Top Attorney” in the area of Corporate Litigation by the San 
Diego Daily Transcript.  Mr. Coopersmith has been selected as a “Super 
Lawyer” for 2014 and 2015 in the area of Business Litigation.

PRACTICE AREA SPOTLIGHT
FINE ART LAW
 
One of our practice areas is fi ne art law – the law governing 
transactions and disputes in the world of fi ne art.  We have represented 
galleries and art purchasers alike in matters including authenticity, 
copyright, fair use, commercial leases, vendor disputes, purchase 
and sale agreements, fi nancial fraud matters, and other serious and 
complex issues in the world of fi ne art.  
 
In such matters, we apply the same thoughtful, strategic approach 
as with our business litigation, executive-level employment matters, 
and fi nancial fraud disputes.  The art industry is fi lled with nuance and 
complexity, and we assist our clients work through these matters and 
towards a positive result.
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